819 7th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001 - Located above the many trendy bars and restaurants in the CHINATOWN Corridor where liquor licenses for nightclubs are allowed. Outside VERIZON CENTER at Gallery Place, next to AMC movie theatres, Urban Outfitters, Ann Taylor, and a Flagship AT&T Store. This unit is the only wallscape entering the north side of this fashionable neighborhood.
Wall **DC-012** 819 7TH STREET, NW, WASHINGTON, DC 20001

**FACING** North

**READ** Left-hand

**DEC** 85,000

**SIZE** 20’h x 35’w

**READ & TRAFFIC**
Shows to everyone traveling South on 7th St. left hand read in CHINATOWN / VERIZON CENTER. Heavy pedestrian and vehicular traffic. DEC 85,000

**TAB ID** 30640467 **TOTAL IMPs** 79,344 **LATITUDE** 38.8700 **LONGITUDE** -77.0094

**SIZE & PRODUCTION** 20 feet tall by 35 feet wide. Must produce on Mesh Vinyl. 3” pockets on the top and bottom. Grommets every 18” on the left and right sides. Bleed the pockets and grommets.

**TERM** 4 Weeks

**SHIPPING** Hudrock Installations, Attn: Jerry Watkins, 1195 Baltimore Annapolis Rd, Arnold, MD 21012, (240) 222-2139. All packages must be sent with “no signature required”.

DCF Office: **202.337.1839** | chris@capitoloutdoor.com | www.CapitolOutdoor.com
ART REQUIREMENTS FOR WASHINGTON, DC SIGNAGE

LOCATION  WALL DC-012 - 819 7th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001 - “CHINATOWN/VERIZON CENTER”

SIZE  SHOWING SIZE NOT TO EXCEED 20’h x 35’w Wall Mural

TYPE  Vinyl Mesh

FINISHING  Must produce on Mesh Vinyl. 3” pockets on the top and bottom. Grommets every 18” on the left and right sides. Bleed the pockets and grommets.